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                                    Restaurant
 Management System


                                    Manage Complete Restaurant operations from Kitchen to billing desk; with ease and effectively. Tablet based automated POS solution to make restarurant functions easier. 
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                        Easily adaptable & implementable

                        For all kind of F&B Outlets
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                                    Cafe/ Food Court
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                                    Drive-Thru Restaurant


                                


                            


                        


                    


                


            


        


    






             

             

                

                    

                        

                            

                                Features

                                Easy & Perfect solution for you


                            


                            

                                Expodine is a tablet-based restaurant management system for the food, beverage, and hospitality industry, designed to save time and increase your restaurant's revenue by making the process of restaurant management easier.
Our future-ready restaurant management software is designed to keep track of everything that goes inside your restaurant, and everything is permission based to avoid theft. 
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                                            Menu Management


                                            Interactive images and receipe details to provide better experience to customers. Customize menu and price easily.


                                            

                                        


                                    


                                


                                

                                    

                                        

                                            

                                        


                                        

                                            KOT & KOD Management


                                            Improve the overall commmunication between kitchen staff and front staff which reduces errors and speeds up serving.


                                           

                                        


                                    


                                


                                

                                    

                                        

                                            

                                        


                                        

                                            Cloud Reports


                                            Live updates and advanced reports.
 Remote access to the business.
 Offline Mode enables to reduce downtime.


                                           

                                        


                                    


                                


                                

                                    

                                        

                                            

                                        


                                        

                                            Detailed Report


                                            Insights and reports of the sales and various other facets. Detailed analitics report helps to build an effective strategy 
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                                MOST POWERFUL SOFTWARE

                                Awesome Customer Service With Our Tools.


                            


                            

                                The icing on the cake is that it can be easily used by the staffs of different restaurant departments and is powered with highly customizable robust features to meet every requirement of your restaurant, be it managing the stocks/inventory, increasing business efficiency, increasing table turnaround time, managing different branches, collecting customer feedback, or managing any data that is important for your restaurant, irrespective of the location and time, we've got it all covered. Thereby, improving staff efficiency and reducing customer complaints.


                                

                                    	 Live Reports from anywhere around the globe
	 Effective and effecient inventory to track the stock
	 User Friendly and Interactive UI/UX 



                                


                                

                            


                        


                    


                


            

            



            

                

                

                    

                        

                            

                                     Version Comparison


                                    Check Which Expodine version suits your restaurant requirements 
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                                    System Requirements


                                    Get the System requirement and hardware details for the best performance  
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                                    Product Tour


                                    Feel free to take a tour and get more about the product for complete overview.
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                                    Choose a plan

                                    Why should you choose Expodine?
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                                            New Restaurant

                                            Choose the best POS for your Restaurant,Cafe or F&B Outlet.
 Make the right step forward
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                                            Upgrade to Software

                                            Using conventional billing machines or  methods ? It's time to update. Switch to POS Now. 
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                                            Migrate Software

                                            Using Restaurant software and still not satisfied? Try us. We have better solution for you
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                                    Our Clients

                                    300+ Clients around 7 Countries
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                                    Expodine is a complete restaurant management software designed to make the process of managing your restaurant not just easy, but entertaining as well.  
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                                    	 Home
	 About Expodine
	 Key Features
	 Blog
	 PARTNERSHIP
	 Contact Us
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                                    Get Reports and insights into your Mobile.
Download ED Report Android/IOS Application
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